
SAFETY COVERS
FOR SWIMMING POOLS



With over 40 years of experience, and installations in more than 30 countries, PoolLock is one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers and suppliers of automatic safety covers for swimming pools. From its origins in Norway, where the 
first PoolLock Safety Cover was installed in 1975, PoolLock today has manufacturing, assembly and distribution 
operations in several countries including UK, Czech Republic, and Greece.

PoolLock’s unique hydraulic-drive system means that you do not need to have any electrical components near your 
pool. The electrical power pack used to operate the cover and drive the two hydraulic motors can be placed as far 
from the pool as required. Opening and closing the pool is as easy as turning a key switch or pushing a button, which 
means that the cover (and the pool) are actually used once installed.

PoolLock safety covers provide a solid barrier between the water and surrounding area, effectively preventing any 
access to the water and making them the safest covers on the market. In addition, all PoolLock covers will reduce 
the amount of heat, water and chemicals lost through evaporation, which means pool owners can save money on 
electricity and chemical usage.

PoolLock Automatic Covers offer you the safest, most convenient and reliable way to cover your pool.

POOLLOCK
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PoolLock Automatic Safety covers for swimming pools are the best value for a durable investment.

* Savings of 50-70% on heating costs are possible according to research carried out by the US Department of Energy: https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/swimming-pool-covers
** If the water level of the pool needs to be lowered during winter, a winter tube is required for winterization (sold separately)

BENEFITS 
OF A POOLLOCK SAFETY COVER

SAFETY
PoolLock Safety Covers act as horizontal barriers over your pool, separating the water from the 
surrounding areas and keeping your family, friends and pets safe.

SAVE ENERGY*
PoolLock Safety Covers reduce the amount heat lost through evaporation, so less energy is 
needed to heat your pool in cold weather.

SAVE MONEY
Reducing evaporation results in less chemical usage, less water loss and less running costs to 
heat your pool.

SAVE TIME
PoolLock Safety Covers do not allow dust, rainwater or debris such as leaves, pine needles 
or insects to get into your pool, thereby reducing the time required to clean and maintain your 
pool.
 

ALL-SEASON COVER
Unlike other types of covers which are suitable only for specific seasons, PoolLock Safety 
Covers protect your pool all year around: a safety cover, solar cover and winter cover** all 
combined into one!
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• Driving system consisting of a mechanism with 2 x hydraulic motors and a roller which can be installed either inside 
a purpose-made pit or on the deck around the pool

• Hydraulic hoses connected between the hydraulic motors on the mechanism and the electrical power pack 
(hydraulic power unit)

• Power pack installed in a dry, well-ventilated area away from the pool
• Low-voltage key or push-button switch connected to the power pack to operate the cover
• Anodized aluminium tracks installed along the edge of the pool (either on the deck or below the coping)
• Reinforced PVC canvas with UV-stabilization and anti-grease treatment
• Anodized aluminium leading bar to which the canvas is secured

Command (Switch)

Hydraulic
Hoses

Hydraulic Power Unit
(Power pack)

Power Supply5 x 1,5 mm2

cable
3 x 1,5 mm2

230 V ± 5% AC - 50 Hz
Type C 16 A Circuit breaker

cable

Driving System

Hydraulic Motors

PoolLock Safety Covers consist of the following components:
COMPONENTS
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FLAT/TOP Track 
TOP Mechanism
This installation is ideal for existing 
pools as it requires minimal work 
to be carried out around your pool. 
The track is positioned on the patio 
or the coping stone along the pool 
and the mechanism is installed on 
the deck level. It is the easiest solu-
tion for existing pools but can also 
be used for pools which are newly 
built.

FLAT/TOP Track 
UNDER Mechanism
If you are considering/willing to 
have some work done around 
your existing pool, or if you have 
a freeform / odd-shaped pool / 
overflow pool, this type of instal-
lation could be most suitable. The 
principle is the same as described 
above except that the mechanism 
is positioned inside a pit below the 
deck level. The pit for the mech-
anism must be built according to 
PoolLock requirements.

UNDER Track 
UNDER Mechanism
This type of installation is used 
only for rectangular newly-con-
structed skimmer-type pools or 
skimmer-type pools which are be-
ing renovated. This is because the 
track must be installed under the 
coping stones and above the lev-
el of the water. The mechanism is 
usually installed below the deck 
level in this case, so a pit for the 
mechanism must be built.

TYPES OF INSTALLATION*

*Accessories such as brackets, lids and benches to cover the mechanism or pit are not part of the cover, and can be supplied separately. 
Please ask about options available for your type of pool/installation.
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In addition to standard systems, which can cover most types and shapes of residential pools, PoolLock also collab-
orates with architects, consultants and customers to design and develop custom-made solutions for special or large 
pools (up to 30m x 12m). As a result of the knowledge acquired over many years of experience in the manufacture 
and installation of safety covers, PoolLock is able to provide technical drawings, advice and support in various lan-
guages to find the right solution for your pool.

POOLLOCK CUSTOM-MADE
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PoolLock can deliver a wide variety of custom-made lids, benches and brackets for mechanisms installed in pits 
and on decks.

ACCESSORIES
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PoolLock’s V5M manual safety cover is the most cost-effective way of making your pool safe. The system has the same 
basic components (tracks, leading bar, roller and canvas) as the automatic safety cover. A mechanism with crank is used 
to wind up the canvas on the roller and uncover the pool, and a rope is used to pull the cover on to the pool to close it.

POOLLOCK V5M 
MANUAL SAFETY COVERS
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PoolLock canvases are manufactured using high-quality, reinforced PVC fabric with UV-stabilization and anti-grease 
treatment. In addition to the standard fabric options, PoolLock also offers HeatLock Thermofoam canvas with enhanced 
insulation properties. Thanks to the foamed insulation layer applied to one side of the canvas, heat transfer across the 
membrane is reduced by a factor of 3 when compared to standard fabrics for similar applications. HeatLock’s closed-
cell foam structure ensure that PoolLock covers are not only the safest, but also the most energy-efficient available on 
the market.

It is also possible to have personalized designs and graphics on the standard canvas options.

NEWHEATLOCK AND PRINTED CANVAS
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Characteristics Safety Covers Slatted Covers Pool Enclosure

Protects your family and pets If lockable

Reduces evaporation/heating cost  Limited

Reduces chemical usage    

Helps to keep pool water clean  

Automatic operation (easy to use)

Easy to maintain

Easy to clean  

Integrated Design (can be concealed)  

Small space requirement around pool  

PoolLock Ltd.
Gatwick Business Park, Unit 2B
Kennel Lane, Hookwood
RH6 0AH, Horley
United Kingdom

Pool Covers CZ s.r.o.
Liptál 415
756 31
Czech Republic

www.poollock.com

factory@poollock.com

+420 601 267 541

ukfactory@poollock.com

+44 1293 77 44 14

POOL COVER TYPES - COMPARISON


